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y	 Assemble shaft II
Slide the outer insulation tube as far as it will go over 

the inner metal tube.

y	 Prepare handle
Push the grey rotation knob onto the handle from  

the front. Bring the movable handle component into its  

forward position.
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y	 Assemble shaft I
Slide the metal inner tube onto the jaw insert  

with its four spring tongues towards the working end 

until the tongues snap in place.

CARE

y	 Lubricate the defined places on the instruments with AESCULAP® STERILIT® Oil after each cleaning cycle.

y	 Connect shaft and handle
Pull the rotation knob back and hold it. Hold the shaft 

firmly by its protecting cap and push it into the handle. 

Release the rotation knob, which moves forward. 

Important: Do not hold on to the movable handle 

component.
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y	 Disconnect shaft and handle
Pull the rotation knob back and hold it in  

this position.

y	 Remove shaft from handle
Hold the jaw insert firmly by its protecting cap and 

pull it out of the handle. 

Important: Do not hold on to the movable handle 

component.

y	 Disassemble handle
Pull the grey rotation knob forwards off the handle. 

y	 Disassemble shaft I
Hold the jaw insert at the protecting cap and remove 

the outer insulation tube.

y	 Disassemble shaft II
Hold the jaw insert at the protecting cap and remove 

the inner metal tube.

y	 Function test
Test the assembly of the instrument by opening and 

closing the handle to ensure the jaw is opening and 

closing.

y	 In order to ensure the preservation of full guarantee and warranty rights, only persons authorized by Aesculap may  

carry out repairs. 

 Please send articles for repair to: Aesculap Technical Service, Am Aesculap-Platz, D-78532 Tuttlingen, Germany.

 Additional service addresses may be obtained from the same address or via ats@aesculap.de

y Reprocess the product immediately after use

y The product can be sterilized either in disassembled or 

in assembled condition

y For advice on cleaning, disinfection and sterilization, 

please follow the instructions for use.  

For effective cleaning, particularly of the jaws, we 

recommend B. Braun Stabimed®.

y For the latest information on reprocessing, please also 

refer to the Aesculap Extranet via www.aesculap-extra.net

y For accessories and spare parts, please refer to 

Brochure C75802 or visit www.endoscopy-catalog.com
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